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using System.Threading
.Tasks; namespace Sma
rtHotel.Clusters.Model {
public enum PerfStatus

{ PROCESSING,
SUCCESS, FAIL } } The

present invention
relates to an antenna

apparatus using a linear
array of antenna

elements, a method of
manufacturing the

antenna apparatus, and
an imaging apparatus.

In order to prevent
breakdown of an

antenna element and
miniaturize a
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configuration of an
antenna apparatus, it is

preferable to use a
linear array of antenna
elements. This is due to
the fact that when an
antenna element is
miniaturized, the
frequency of the
antenna element

becomes low. As a
result, it becomes

difficult for the antenna
element to generate a
sufficient amount of
frequency in order to

realize a desired
radiation pattern. When
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a linear array of
antenna elements is

used, a linear pattern of
radiation can be

provided by using at
least two or more linear

arrays of antenna
elements. By

decreasing the spacing
between the linear
arrays of antenna
elements, a linear

pattern of radiation
having a higher

directivity can be
provided. As a result, an

antenna apparatus
having a higher
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directivity can be
realized. When two
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